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Newsbriefs
Institute of l\'Iedicille elects two
medical school Jacultv., llleulhers
o faculty members
have been elected mem
bers of the prestigious
Institute of Medicine of the
National Academy of Sciences.
Drs. Harvey R. Colten and
C. Robert Cloninger are two of
40 new members of the insti
tute, which was created in
1970 to examine public health
policy matters. New members
are chosen by currently active
members for major contribu
tions to health and medicine or
to related fields, among them
social and behavioral sciences,
law, administration, and
engineering.

~

1986. He also serves as
pediatrician-in-chief at Bames,
Children's and Jewish
hospitals.
He came to St. Louis from
Harvard Medical School,
where he was professor of pe
diatrics as well as chief of the
Division of Cell Biology and
director of the Cystic Fibrosis
Program at Chi Idren's Hospital
Medical Center in Boston.
Cloninger is professor of
psychiatry and genetics, and
head of the Department of
Psychiatry. He is recognized
worldwide for his work on the
clinical assessment of per
sonality and his adoption
studies in Sweden.

Cloninger also has studied
the classification and inherit
ance of many other psychiatric
disorders. including schizo
phrenia, anxiety disorders,
mood disorders and personality
disorders. He is currently con
tinuing his work on personality
and several family and adop
tion studies. Also he is work
ing with colleagues on molec
ular genetic research to locate
linkage markers for specific
genes related to susceptibility
to alcoholism and schizophre
nia. Cloninger joined the
Washington University faculty
in 1973, after serving a resi
dency in psychiatry at the
School of Medicine. •

C. Robert CLoninger, M.D.

Harvey Collen, M.D.
Terms for new members
began this past July, bringing
the organization's total mem
bership to 332. J6 of whom
are active faculty from the
School of Medicine. Election
to the institute is both an honor
and an obligation to work on
behalf of the organization, its
governance and its studies.
Members make a commitment
to devote a significant amount
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of volunteer time on corrunit
tees engaged in a broad range
of studies on health policy is
sues. Current projects include
a consortium approach to the
development of drugs and vac
cines against AIDS and an
investigation of how the Medi
care program - the nation's
biggest payer for health ser
vices-can determine the
quality of care received by
Medicare patients.
Col ten is Harriet B.
Spoehrer Professor and head of
the Department of Pediatrics.
His research focuses on under
standing the biochemistry, ge
netics and cell biology of in
flammation in such disorders
as cystic fibrosis, arthritis,
asthma, juvenile diabetes,
autoimmune diseases and
inflammatory disorders of the
intestinal tract. Using that
knowledge, he attempts to
find basic causes and define
more specific fornls of treat
ment for these disorders.
Colten has been head of the
pediatrics department since

Kao is nalued new director of
gynecologic oncology division
ing-Shian Kao,
M.D., has been
named director of the
Division of Gynecologic On
cology in the Department of
Obstetrics and Gynecology.
Kao succeeds H. Marvin
Camel, M.D., who has
stepped down as division
director but will continue in his
position as professor of obstet
rics and gynecology.
Kao, professor of obstetrics
and gynecology, has twice
been named Teacher of the
Year by fonner residents, and
was given the First Annual
Chief Residents' Award in
1983.
He joined Washington
University in 197 I as an in
structor in obstetrics and gyne
cology, after serving a four
year residency at Bames Hos
pital, and was named professor
in 1986. He also is on staff at

M

Bames, Jewish and Children's
hospitals.
Before joining Washington
University, Kao served an in
ternship and residency in gen
eral surgery at the National
Taiwan University Hospital,
and an internship at Methodist
Hospital of Central Illinois in
Peoria. He also served as a
clinical fellow in gynecology at
Queen's University in Kings
ton, Ontario.
Kao received his medical
degree from the National
Taiwan University Faculty of
Medicine in 196/. He is a fel
low of both the Royal College
of Surgeons of Canada and the
American College of Obstetri
cians and Gynecologists and a
diplomate of the American
Board of Obstetrics and Gyne
cology and its subspecialty of
gynecologic oncology. •

"Old Ag~"~ could be Alzhehller"s
ven a slight decline in
everyday functioning
due to mental changes
may be a sign of early Alz
heimer's disease, say re
searchers at the School of
Medicine. Although occasional
memory lapses often are per
fectly acceptable for elderly
people , more widespread
change-even when subtleis not necessarily an inevitable
result of the nonnal aging
process.
Autopsy studies conducted
at the School of Medicine have
revealed evidence of fully de
veloped Alzheimer's in the
brains of five elderly patients
who had shown only mild or
questionable symptoms of the
disease. Before their deaths the
patients. who ranged in age
from 75 to 86 years old, had
done so well on psychological
tests measuring intellectual
ability that doctors disagreed
on the diagnoses: were the
occasional memory lapses re
ported by close family mem
bers normal for their ages, or
were they symptoms of early
Alzheimer's disease?
The results of these au
topsies may mean that Alz
heimer's disease is present in
the brain for years before clin
ically measurable symptoms
show up, according to John C.
Morris, M.D., assistant profes
sor of neurology. "Therefore.
minor mental deterioration that
often is chalked up to old age
actually may be a warning sig
nal of Alzheimer's di sease," he
says. Morris is an investigator
with the university 's Alz
heimer's Disease Research
Center and the associate direc
tor of its Memory and Aging
Project, a long-tenn study of
intellectual function in older
adults.

E

'These findings also under
score the need to refine the
diagnostic tools that are used
to detect Alzheimer's- tools
which, while extremely effec
tive at detecting advanced
stages of the disease , may be
inadequate when it comes to
pinpointing early dementia.
And early detection is vital
becau se, although there is no
effective treatment for Alz
heimer's di sease at the present
time, theoretically treatment

That may not be true, says
Morris. "This latest evidence
from our control subjects sug
gests that it's possible to live to
a very old age with no sign of
Alzheimer's di sease and with
correspondingly maintained
levels of intellectual perfor
mance ;' he says. "There are
differences between the normal
aging process and senile de
mentia of the Alzheimer's type
(SDAT), and we believe that
Alzheimer's disease is not an
inevitable part of aging."
It's important to understand
the differences between the

/.r'

they are gathering infonnation
on Alzheimer's disease but are
actually observing another
disease."
Beyond problems with diag
nosis , Morris says, it 's impor
tant that investigators leam
where normal aging ends and
SDAT begins. "What is it that
causes some people to remain
vital while others develop
SDAP" asks Morri s. The an
swer to that question, he says ,
may be a key to preventing the
disease. •

Nt,,,, PT degree
he Program in Physical
Therapy at the School
of Medicine is now
offering a doctoral program.
Designed to prepare re
searchers in movement sci
ence. the doctoral program is
directed by Shirley Sahrmann,
Ph.D., associate professor of
physical therapy, neurology and
neurological surgery, and in
structor of cell biology and
physiology.
It is anticipated that appli
cants will come from a variety
of disciplines, including physi
cal therapy, engineering, biol
ogy and medicine. P311icipants
in the program will receive
instruction from an interdi sci
plinary faculty with research
expertise in motor systems,
vestibular systems. exercise
physiology, aging and
psychology.
The curriculum consists of
coursework and laboratory
ex perience in biocontrol, bio
mechanics and bioenergetics ,
and students will select one of
these areas for their disserta
tion research. •

T

fohn Morris, M.D., interviews an ALzheimer's patient.
would be most beneficial dur
ing the initial stages of the
disease."
Until recently, it has been
commonly accepted that the
tangled nerve cell fibers and
deposits of degenerated nerve
cell endings found in the brains
of Alzheimer 's patients could
also occur in lesser amounts in
healthy, non-demented individ
uals - in other words, that a
certain amount of brain dam
age occurs during the course of
normal aging. Thus, a certain
amount of forgetfulness and
disorientation has been toler
ated as part of the aging
process.

nonnal aging process and Alz
heimer's disease , Morris com
ments. Many diseases or con
ditions can cause symptoms in
older adults similar to those
caused by SDAT, including
Parkinson 's disease, Pick 's
disease, stroke, depression
and over-medication, and it is
necessary to distinguish these
illnesses from SDAT.
"SDAT may be overlooked
or incorrectly diagnosed as
much as 40 percent of the
time," says Morris. "Misdiag
nosis may not only prevent
people from getting the treat
ment they need for other condi
tions , but also frustrates the ef
forts of researchers who think
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Two hecnnle

I~Uows

of Alnerican

Acu(If"111\ of Arb antI
wo faculty members
have been elected fel
lows of the American
Academy of Arts and Sci
ences, one of the nation 's old
est societies of leaders in sc i
ence, scholarship, the arts and
public affairs.
The new fellows are William
H. Daughaday, M.D. , lecturer
in medicine and lrene and Mi
chael Karl Professor of Medi
cine emeritus; and Errlil R.
Unanue, M.D., Edward Mal
linckrodt Professor and head of
the Department of Pathology.

Emil Unanue, M .D.

Daughaday, an internation
ally acclaimed endocrinologist
who directed the metabolism
division for 35 years, was
elected in recognition of his re
search on basic hormonal ac
tion, specifically that of growth
honnone. He discovered that
the action of growth hormone
in stimulating growth is reg
ulated by plasma factors called
somatomedins and developed
methods for measuring very
small amounts of somatomedin
in plasma as an index of
growth honnone activity.
These methods proved useful
4
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in diagnosi ng disorders of
human growth, such as
dwarfi sm and acromegaly,
creating a new branch of
endocrinology.
Also known for his research
on adrenal steroid transport
and diabetes mellitus, Daugh
aday joined the Washington
University faculty in 1947 and
directed the metabolism divi
sion from 1951 to 1986. He
served as director of the Dia
betes Research and Training
Center at the medical school
until 1988 and is on staff at
Bames and Jewish hospitals.
He graduated from Harvard
Medical School in 1943 and
served his internship at
Boston City Hospital in
Massachusetts.
Unanue is an immunopath
ologist who has centered hi s
research on the interactions
among immune system cells.
He has been instl1lmental in
showing the critical role played
by macrophages, cells that
activate the body 's immune
response to foreign invaders .
Macrophages ingest and de
stroy foreign substances and
also stimulate the production
of specific white blood cells
that attack invaders . Macro
phage interactions with other
immune system cells are im
portant in organ transplants
and in the body's response to
many disease states, especially
infection and cancer. Unanue
and his associates have identi
fied how proteins are handled
by the macrophages as well as
the function of histocompatibil
ity molecules.
Unanue has been head of the
School of Medicine's pathol
ogy department since 1985. He
also serves as pathologist-in-

William Daughaday, M.D.
chief at Bames and Children's
hosp itals. He came to
St. Louis from Harvard Medi
cal School, where he had been
a faculty member since 1970
and Mallinckrodt Professor of
Immunopathology since 1974.
He received the doctor of
medicine degree in 1960 from
the University of Havana
School of Medicine and served
an internship in pathology at
Presbyterian University Hospi
tal in Pittsburgh. •

NAS chooses
luedical school
Ileurol.iologist
ale Purves, M.D ..
professor of neuro
biology, has been
elected to the National Acad
emy of Sciences.
Purves is among 60 new
members selected for distin
guished and continuing
achievements in original re
search. Election to the acad
emy, which now has 1,60 I
members, is one of the scien
tific community's most pres
tigious honors.

D

Purves is being recognized
for his studies of the autonomic
nervou s system. nerve cells
outside the brain or spinal cord
that control such vital functions
as breathing, heart rate and in
testinal contractions. His work
focuses on the formation and
maintenance of sy napses, the
connections between nerve
cells that transmit signals from
one nerve cell to another. More
recently, he and his colleagues
have used digital-imaging tech
niques to map connections in
mice, both in the autonomic
nervous system and the brain,
to study synaptic changes over
time. The ultimate goal of thi s
work is to learn more about
memory-how the human
nervous system stores
information.
Their work may help answer
one of the most important
questions in modern neuro
biology: how the fonnation and
malleability of synapses is re
lated to the nervous system's
remarkable adaptive abilities.
The work also could increase
understanding of diseases in
which sy naptic connections fail
to fornl properly or degenerate
prematurely.
Purves joined the
Washington University faculty
in 1973 as an assistant profes
sor of physiology and bio
physics. He was named a full
professor in 1979. He is co
director of the School of Medi
cine's Senator Jacob Javits
Center of Excellence in Neuro
sc ience, created in 1985 with a
$3.4 million award from the
National Instirutes of Neu
rological Diseases and Stroke.
Last year Purves published
hi s second book, "Body and
Brain : A Trophic Theory of
Neural Connection s." The
book, well received by the
neuroscience community, ex
plains interactions between the

•

nervous system and the chang
ing bodies of developing and
evolving animals. Purves also
is co-author of a textbook on
neural development and has
published numerous articles
on his re search.
Since 1977, he has served
as an in structor and organizer
of several Cold Spring Harbor
summer courses on develop
mental neurobiology and on
structure and function of the
synapse. He is a member of
numerous profe ssional organi
zations , including the Ameri
can Association for the Ad
vancement of Science, Society
for Neuroscience and Society
for General Physiologists , and

Dale Purves, M.D.

is co-editor of several scientific
journaJs. He is presently
editor-in-chief of the Journal of
Neuroscience.
Purves has received other
honors for his work, including
the Camillo Golgi Award of
the Fidia Research Foundation,
the Grass Foundation 's Alex
ander Forbes Lectureship and
the Mathilde Solowey Award
in Neuroscience. He has twice
been named Teacher of the
Year by Washington University
medical srucents. •

Labs teach local science teachers
hile their students
were vacationing
this past summer,
five high school biology
teachers were hard at work in
laboratories at the School of
Medicine , working on projects
that ultimately should benefit
their students and quite possi
bly could improve the future of
biomedical research.
The teachers, all from
St. Louis , participated in a
pilot research project designed
to introduce and attract stu
dents to the biomedical sc i
ences. For one month they
worked as active partners in
immunology labs at the School
of Medicine and Jewish Hospi
tal. Each then developed an in 
structional activity for their
classrooms.
Carl Pierce, M.D. , Ph.D .,
and Judith Kapp-Pierce ,
Ph.D. , both professors of
pathology and molecular mi
crobiology, coordinated the
project. Together they co-chair
the education committee of the
American Association of Im
munologists (AAi), which
sponsored the program along
with the Biological Sciences
Curriculum Study (BSCS), a
national organization that re
searches and develops innova
tive in structional materials for
science education.
Teachers shared their ex
periences and sent drafts of
their lesson plans to BSCS for
evaluation and review. Revi
sions will be made based on
the response of students to the
lesson, and, if successful.
BSCS will make the final les
son plan available to high
school biology teachers
nationwide.
"The education committee
of the AAl has been concerned

about the steady decrease in
the number of people who are
applying for graduate education
in inU11unology and the
biomedical sc iences as a
whole," says Pierce. "We
thought one way to address
the problem is to get people
in high school interested in
immunology."
Rather than bring high
school students into the labs.

exciting field, but I think. it is.
There aren't many jobs that
pay you to sit around and
think. , to solve puzzles and
mysteries. That 's where these
teachers can help ."
Barbara Herbst, a teacher
from Ursuline Academy.
worked in the Pierces ' lab, one
of five participating labs. Her
project involved studying how
different types ofT-celis origi
nate. T-cells playa major role
in protecting the body from
foreign agents and are the main

Visiting teacher Barbara Herbst uses aflow cytometer to observe
cell-sUlface markers 011 T-celfs.

where the impact is only on
one person, the committee
chose to bring in high school
teachers because they can in
fluence many students for years
to come.
Outside of the famil y,
school plays a major role in
helping students decide on ca
reers, points out Kapp-Pierce.
She herself was influenced to
choose biomedical science by
two high school teachers.
"There are no real live role
models of scientists for stu
dents to look at unless their
parents are sc ientists. We're
not visible;' she says. "It cer
tainly isn't thought of as an

target of the AIDS virus,
which she says will be a point
of interest for her students.
"My impression after the
first day was, ' Wow' We're
going to do all this. I'm going
to learn all this.' By the end of
the week. one of the professors
told me I'd learned in four days
what normally takes four
years;' Herbst said . "I took an
immunology course, but now
I'm actually doing things I
read about. I think. it's exciting.
and I hope to go back to the
classroom and get the students
fired up about it" •
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Competition between nerve
cells ytelds clues
about memory
By Steve Kohler

6

Receptors stained with bungarotoxin (red) and nerve stained with
4-Di-2-Asp (green) reveal how precisely nerve tenninals align

f all the mind 's capabilities,
memory may be the most re
markable. Somehow, each of
us can recall thousands of de
tails- from a social security
number or the face of a favorite teacher to
the quickest route home. Yet next to nothing
is known about the biological process by
which memory occurs.
However, neurobiologists at the School of
Medicine have witnessed a process that dis
plays characteri stics tantalizingly si milar to
what we call memory. In studies with mice,
they have been the fi rst to observe a short
term reorganization in the nervous system
that has life-long consequences, in much
the same way that a short-ternl event like
seeing a face just once can lead to lasting
recognition.
The researchers have developed method s
that enable them to study changes over time
in nerve connections, called synapses. The
work, reported in the May 1989 edition of
the Journal of Neuroscience, provides sur
prising information about a basic nervous
system process .
"In order to remember, the nervous sys
tem must somehow be able to change the
structure and function of its connection;'
says principal investigator Jeff W. Licht
man , M.D ., Ph.D. , who conducts research
on neuromuscular synapses in living mice.
Though muscles are not involved in mem
ory, the changes seen at junctions of nerve

O

themselves with muscle. The yellow figure shows nerve terminals
together with their receptors.

and muscle "may be indicative of how ner
vous system changes occur more univer
sally;' Lichtman says. The neuromuscular
synapse is both accessible and large enough
to be studied.
For 20 years , neurobiologists have known
that at a mammal's birth and for several
weeks thereafter, some muscle fibers are
innervated, or stimulated, by two or more
nerve fibers. At maturity, however, all of
the muscle fibers are innervated by only
one nerve fiber. Thi s change from multiple
to single innervation-a process called
synapse elimination-occurs, but there
has been no way to see it happen.
Scientists have been restricted to viewing
a synapse only once, since a laboratory
animal has to be sacrificed in order to get
a single, reliable look at the connection.
Lichtman, an associate professor of anat
omy and neurobiology, offers an analogy:
"Imagine trying to understand the rules and
strategy of football but being allowed to see
only one second-long bit of play from each
game you watched . You might see the kick
off, a tackle and a penalty, but you could
never understand the rules or even the
Objective of the game." Despite the diffi
culties, he says, synapse elimination has
remained a particularly enticing process to
learn about because, like memory, it occurs
postnatally, changing neural connections
while the environment is capable of having
an effect.

To overcome logistical problems, Licht
man and his collaborators have devised
methods for watChing and recording the
changes in the connection between nerve
and muscle over time. They have been able
to check the same synaptic junction as fre
quently as every day and as many as 18
times over the life of the same mouse . As a
result, they have described an unexpected
process.

Surprise at the synapse
he synapse consists of two
major parts. On one side of the
junction is the presynaptic cell,
or neuron, with its long,
tentacle-like axon reaching out
to its target. On the other side is the post
synaptic target cell- in this case, a muscle
fiber. (Target cells also can be other neurons
or brain cells, depending upon where in the
nervous system they lie and what their
function is.)
When a neuron sends an electrical pulse
down its axon, a chemical neurotransmitter
is released at the nerve terminal. That
chemical is sensed by receptors concen
trated on the membrane of the target cell.
Receptor activation instigates the appropri
ate action; in this case, it is muscle contrac
tion. The area where the synapse lies and
the receptors group on the muscle cell is
called an endplate.

T
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Traditionally, the nerve terminal has been
considered the only dynamic part of the
synapse, says Mark M. Rich, M.D.,
Ph. D., a member of the research team.
And, he adds, the belief has been that mul
tiple axons competed directly for limited
tenitory on an endplate. "The thinking was
that one nerve pushed the other away or
somehow poisoned it and took over the
receptors it had occupied, or that the loser
pulled back and left the receptors vacant;'
Rich explains .
The latest investigations have revealed a
different process . To temporarily denervate
the sternomastoid muscle in the neck of a
mouse, the nerve was surgically exposed,
then crushed . The Washington University
neurobiologists then watched as the nerves
regrew. Sometimes, a muscle fiber was
reached by more than one axon. The subse
quent synapse e1limination was the contest
the scientists observed most closely.
In one grou p of 107 mice, the nerves
were exposed surgically and crushed twice.
Nine days later, 22 percent of the muscle
fibers showed more than one nerve connec
tion. After six more days , only 4 percent
still displayed double connections. Multiple
synapses were forming , then being
eliminated .
Photomicrographs showed graphically
that the same end plates on the muscle were
reoccupied by the nerves that regrew,
whether that was one nerve or two. Patterns
of receptors were observed on the muscle
before the nerve crush and then during that
period when no nerves reached them. As
the nerves reconnected, they were seen to
precisely reoccupy the same receptor areas.
But in cases of multiple reinnervation
and subsequent synapse elimination , a
strange thing occurred. As the competition
between nerves went on and one nerve
withdrew, not only areas of nerve were seen
to be missing . Receptors from beneath the
losing nerve also disappeared . "Something
about reinnervation and competition caused
pennanent change in both receptors and
nerves," says Rich . Only those receptors
initially occupied by the winning nerve
eventually remained; receptors beneath the
losing nerve faded away.
A closer look revealed that the receptors
on the target cells began to recede even
before the losing nerve started to withdraw.
"There is an elimination of receptors,
apparently either a migrating or a pulling
away, and it starts before the withdrawal of
the nerve that will eventually lose;' says
Rich.
By returning to view the identical syn
apse in the same mouse many times, the
investigators showed that once the receptors

8

Before

8 Days

18 Days

leave a site from which a losing nerve re
tracts , that part of the endplate remains per
manently denervated . Their photos depict
clearly that after the initial competition is
resolved , the form of the synapse then
remains stable for several months .
" No one had anticipated sllch a major
role for the postsynaptic cell;' says Rich .
Indeed , in commenting on the work, David
Van Essen , Ph.D ., a professor in the divi
sion of biology at California Institute of
Technology, calls the findings "surprising."
He says , "When one nerve is withdrawn,
it's clear now that another doesn't move in
and take over. That puts quite a different
light on the subject. Years ago, I predicted
that direct competition for space might be
important in understanding synapse
elimination. Now the mechanism appears
to involve more indirect competition for
something provided by the target cell." Van
Essen adds that the work "is a major step in
understanding the plasticity and changes in
structure that will ultimately lead to an un
derstanding of memory."
If presynaptic nerve cells are in competi
tion for some product of the postsynaptic
target cells, what might the substance be?
No one knows , Rich says . He speculates
that perhaps the nerve tenninal releases not
just its neurotransmitter, but another mole
cule as well, one that can somehow be split
by the receptor. One fragment might then
be returned to the presynaptic cell as a
signal that its messages are getting through
and that it is being effective. This scenario
would make receptors vital in the main
tenance of synaptic connections as well.
But that is the subject for studies being
planned and " pure speCUlation ," Rich says .
More certain is that the reinnervation
process in adults closely mimics the
changes that nonnally OCCllr in the develop
ing nervous system of newborn mammals.
Says Rita Balice-Gordon, Ph.D., a research
associate in Lichtman's lab who has studied
the "life-history" of a synapse using neo
natal animals about one-tenth the size of the
adults, "The similarities are striking ."

Creating a visible synapse
___r""""III. hese repeated observations in

During synaptic competition of nerve cells
for muscle, some receptors start to fade
away (see arrow), By day 18, they have
completely disappeared.

living animals were made possi
ble by three advances . Licht
man and co-investigators found
fluorescent dyes that selectively
stain nerve terminals and axons. Another
compound marks receptors on the muscle
fibers. Fluorescing in separate colors , the
stains put colored jerseys on the players and
allow them to be observed together. Balice

Gordon has recently added to the scientific
arsenal a stain that marks only the mem
brane of nerve endings, making it possible
to see the outlines ofaxons and thereby
eliminate any question of origin. Another
type of stain allows several axons innervat
ing the same muscle fiber to be labeled
different colors, facilitating the study of
how they intertwine even as synapse elimi
nation occurs . The fluorescent quality of
the dyes has also been important to the
work because it allows illumination from
above, critical when an entire living mouse
is on the microscope 's stage.

it. Learning to look at the synapse without
changing it took a year."
To guarantee the validity of their experi
ments, the neurobiologists performed ex
traordinary controls. They showed first that
if they operated on control animals without
crushing the nerves, no changes in synapse
configuration occurred.
In synapses that experienced only single
reinnervations, no loss of receptors or
nerves could be seen; reoccupation of the
receptor sites was precise, complete and
remained stable when re-examined over a
period of weeks .

Change and its role in the nervous
system
one of the members of the
Washington University team is
yet prepared to put forth the
observation of a short-term
nervous system reorganization
with lasting consequences as a model for
memory. Lichtman acknowledges that the
neuromuscular synapse is uncomplicated
compared to those of the central nervous
system, where many axons reach each tar
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Before Nerve Crush

2 days

II days

37 days

76 days
I

5011

I

During reinnervation of muscle in a living mouse, the nerve axon, after crushing, grows back ill exactly the same spot,
The second advance involves reducing
the light required to a level low enough to
avoid damaging delicate nerve tissues . To
make visualization possible, the researchers
employ a sensitive Silicon Intensified Target
(SIT) camera. Complementing the SIT
camera are digital image-enhancement
techniques, products of the space program,
to increase the clarity of the images.
Finally, Lichtman and his mentor,
university neuroscientist Dale Purves , had
to modify a microscope that accommodated
a live mouse on its stage, complete with a
provision for anesthesia to be administered
to the animal. Describing the need for the
special instrument, Rich says, " You may
damage the living system just by observing

Further, the published studies show that
permanently denervated muscles atrophy,
but they do not lose receptor areas. In II
endplates pennanently deprived of their
synapses, no receptor regions were lost,
evidence that the nerve must be present for
the changes to occur.
By re-examining the synapses not just
twice but from five to 18 times, the re
searchers also controlled for subtle changes
that might have been introduced by minor
differences in technique, stretching of the
tissue, or inconsistency in staining. "If re
ceptors disappear or migrate and the nerve
withdraws, then that change should be
cumulative and progressive;' says Rich.
The team's serial photomicrographs reflect
such a progression.

get cell and where temporal and spatial dif
ferences may have effects.
"Our knowledge is still too fundamental
to say that with authority," adds Rich. "But
whether the changes we've seen are de
scriptive of a memory system or not, re
searchers now must carefully consider the
role of the receptor in any study of change
in the nervous system."
Lichtman points out that although the
team's example of synapse elimination
identifies one process of change within the
nervous system, and memory, too, requires
change , "There is much to be done. The
mystery of how memory works is what con
tinues to drive most of neurobiology:' •
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Itwas a quiet night in the Coronary
Care Unit, and Michael Ridner hoped it
would stay that way. This was his first
week in the CCU. Most of the senior
staff had gone off duty at 10 p.m., so he
and the junior assistant resident were on
their own.
No sooner had Ridner poured himself
a cup of coffee than the calm was shat
tered by the urgent, drawn-out beep of
a patient's heart monitor: The patient's
heart rate had slowed to a dangerous
degree, a condition called bradycardia.
10

"It was my first life-or-death emergency,"
Ridner recalls. "Four years of medical
school training Aashed before my eyes. I'd
read about what to do, but I'd never had to
actually do itl I knew what drug to give,
but wasn't sure how much. That's when I
reached for the Manual. I Aipped to the
section on arrhythmias and found dosage
guidelines, delivery methods, possible
toxicity-everything I needed to know. In
seconds, the situation was under control."

L ," ", "

it', koowo" medi",
schools all over the world , is the
Washington University Manual of Medical
Therapeutics, a pocket-sized, spiral-bound
review of the treatment of the most com
monly encountered medical problems. Writ
ten by research fellows and junior faculty at

NeurO'Og~es \n
Emerge,n"·edic\ne
\nterna W'
APplegate and
Clara N .
Peter T. Fox

the School of Medicine, it's been publi shed
for 45 years, translated into 14 languages
and is the most widely sold medical text
book in the world. The last edition sold
more than a quarter of a million copies, and
the new edition, publi shed recently by Lit
tle, Brown and Company, is expected to do
even better.
" It is, quite simply, the bible for interns
and other health care practitioners:' says
Ridner, who served as co-editor of the new
edition with William C. Dunagan , M .D .,
when the two were chief residents in the
Department of Internal Medicine.
" Unlike conventional medical texts on the
diagnosis and pathology of di seases, the
Manual zeroes in on specific guidelines for
medical therapy," says Dunagan. "Every
thing you need to know to make rational,
safe treatment decisions is there, and you
don't have to wade through an entire text
book to find it."
Written in outline format, the Manual's
boldface headings, concise entries, and
charts and tables are easy to find and read.
Many of its 24 chapters focus on a specific
area of internal medicine, such as hyperten
sion, diabetes, and diseases of the heart,
lungs , liver and kidneys. Other chapters, on
general patient care and emergency medi
cine , deal with everything from fever and
pain to drug overdoses and heat stroke.

L"",

,1",y,",

w",o',
comp'"
hensive as it is now.
" When I co-edited the first Manual back
in 1943 , it was just a sheaf of notes used by
the residents during weekJy teaching ses
sions for the hou se staff," says Lewellyn
Sale Jr. , M. D. , now an associate professor
of medicine at Washington University. "You
couldn 't even call it an outline. It was more
like a li st of topics, with minimal explana
tion-not very thorough, compared with
today 's Manual."
Another former editor agrees. "I co
edited the Manual in 1958 , when it was 60
or 70 mimeographed pages that focu sed on
maybe 16 diseases; ' says Charles W.
Parker, M.D., professor of medicine and
microbiology and immunology. " In those
days, the whole thing was written by the
incoming and outgoing residents. Some of
the information was helpful , but overall it
was sketchy, limited."
By Parker 's day, the Manual had moved
from the classroom to the ward Aoor. Third

12

and four1h-year medical students consulted
it frequently, often memorizing chapters.
and brought it with them when they served
residencies at other hospitals. Word got
around. Other hospitals and teaching insti
tutions started ordering the Manual from
Washington University until the School of
Medicine was di stributing thousands of
copie s per year.
In the early 1960s, an enterprising man
ager from the medical textbooks divi sion of
Little, Brown persuaded School of Medi
cine officials to let his company take on the
time-consuming task of publi shing the
Manual .
Robert Packm an . M .D ., was a co-editor
of the first two Little, Brown editions of the
Manual. "Even before we signed up with
Little , Brown, we'd reduced the Manual's
size , rewritten existing chapters, and added
several chapters and an index," says Pack
man, who is now a professor of medicine at
Washington University. " We took what was
basically an 8 l!2-by-II-inch annotated bibli 
ography and turned it into a pocket-sized
primer on the treatment of disease."
With national di stribution came record
breaking sales. "The first Little , Brown
edition in 1964 sold 10 ,000 copies right
off the bat ," says Packman. "The next edi
tion sold 25 ,000 copies as soon as it hit
the shelves, and went into reprintings.
Since then , a revi sed edition has come out
every three years, each one outselling its
predecessor. The Manual had become an
institution."

L,w

manage complications that result from HIV
infections."
Ridn er wrote a new chapter on ischemic
heart disease for the latest edition and says
that other chapters about the heart had to be
rewritten from scratch . "The diagnosis and
management of heart di sease has changed
phenomenally. When I was in med school ,
there wasn ' t much we could do if some
body had a heart attack but send them to
bed and hope for the best. Today, we can
intervene with treatment ranging from

"It was my first
life-or-death emergency,"
Ridner recalls. '''Four
years of medical school
training flashed before
my eyes. I'd read about
what to do, but I'd never
had to actually do it! I
knew what drug to give,
but wasn't sure how
much. That's when I
reached for the Manual."

,ditioo i, p"k,d with iofoc

mation that had yet to be di scovered 10
years ago, when Dunagan and Ridner were
medical students, or even three years ago ,
when the last Manual was publi shed .
"Today, there are new diseases and new
dru gs, technologies and methods for treat
ing both old and new di seases ." says
Dunagan.
These changes have been especially dra
matic in the areas in which Dunagan and
Ridner speci alize, infectio us and cardiovas
cular di seases.
"There 's a whole new wave of antimi
crobial drugs to treat infections ," says
Dunagan , who helped write the chapter on
infectious di seases in the current edition.
"Furthennore, we know much more about
AIDS than we did three years ago. We have
a better grasp on how to recognize and

....

. .. .
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thrombolyti c therapy to angioplasty to
transplantation ."
Dunagan, Ridner and their contem
poraries have made every e ffort to ensure
that the Manual keeps pace with rapidly
expanding medical knowledge. But recent
edition s of the Manual may be too informa
tive, some previous editors say.
"It's a bit unwieldy these days," com
ments Sale. " With so many facts cramming
the pages , it 's hard to find what yo u need in
a hurry."
Packman agrees . " The type keeps getting
smaller, and the Manual keeps getting
thicker - the new edition is more than 500
pages. What's the point of a pocket manual
if it no longer fits into your pocket?"

A

ooth" foem" ,dito<, M",k

Frisse, M .D. , may have the solution.
Fri sse, recently chosen as pennanent
managing editor of the Manual , is al so on
Little, Brown 's editorial board for electronic
publications .
"As medicine becomes more complex ,
it's our task to reflect that complexity and
still retain the Manual 's straightforward
simplicity," says Frisse. With that goal in
mind , Fri sse and hi s colleagues in
Washington Uni versity 's MedicalInfor
matics Group are working on a computer
version of the Manual.
"Within a couple of years , health care
practitione rs will be able to call up the in
formation they need on bedside computers; '
Fri sse predicts. "Eventually, they' ll be able
to access not only the Manual , but a lso
information from their notes and other
textbooks ."
Until then , the spiral-bound Manual will
continue to be seen in coat pockets at medi
cal schools and teac hing hospitals through
out the world .
"I relied on the Manual throughout my
internship," says Marc Goldberg . M . D. ,
who attended Duke University School of
Medic ine . "I used it countless times on a
day-to-day basis, especially when I was
trying to fi gure out the right dosage for
medications."
Pac kman recalls a trip he took to Israel in
1969. "I visited a field hospital in the mid
dle of the Sinai desert , just a little Quonset
hut with a dirt fl oor. I introduced myself to
an Israeli who worked there, a young man
who could barely speak Engli sh. He ran
into the hut, and came out with a big smile
on hi s face, waving a copy of the Manual."
The Manual gets fan mail from rura l
physicians who are isolated from major
medica l centers and up-to-date medical
libraries. " We also hear from medical
personnel in Third World and Iron Curtain
countries;' adds Ridner.
"In one form or another, the Manual will
be around for a long time ;' says Ridner.
" It's been honed and refined throughout the
years to meet the needs of interns who are
wondering , 'What the heck do I do now? '
If yo u're looking for an in-depth analysis
of the pathology of a di sease, go to a con
ventional textboo k. But for taking care of
patients at 3 a .m. when there's nobody el se
around. the Manual can' t be beat." •
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1 7 years - two-thirds of her life - Cathy Goforth thought
of herself as sickly and fraiL Her physical limitations were so
severe she knew, before trying, that she would fail at the
simplest activity. Often, she lacked the breath to cross a room;
her heart sometimes pounded wildly; occasionally she fainted
without apparent cause.

Cathy Goforth works in her vegetable garden with hu
daughter, Kelly. Before radiologists corrected a dangerous
abnonnality in her lungs, Goforth was too weak to garden or
do other ordillary physical activities.
15

After informed diagnosis and treatment
with an intricate interventional radiology
procedure available at only a few medical
centers nationwide, Cathy now knows she
is not a weakling. She possesses more en
ergy than she's had since she was nine. In
stead of worrying that she lacks the strength
to lift her daughter, she often exhausts other
family members by day's end. A habit of
failure and inability is becoming a pattern
of success.
The drastic changes in Cathy Goforth's
capabilities are the result of doctors having
found and cOITected an "abnormality in the
development of the blood vessels serving
her lungS:' explains Daniel Picus, M.D. ,
assistant professor of radiology at Mallinck
rodt Institute of Radiology. Using tiny bal
loons and coils placed inside the vessels
with a catheter, Picus and members of his
team embolized, or closed off. seven dan
gerous, direct communications between an
artery and a vein in Cathy's lungs. No sur
gery was necessary, and Cathy Goforth
awake throughout the procedures - went
home two days later.
The malformations of the vessels, known
as PAYMs , for pulmonary arteriovenous
malfQrmations, that caused Cathy's biggest
problems are only one manifestation of the
genetically transmitted Osler-Weber-Rendu
disease that is named for the three turn-of
the-century physicians who first identified

its symptoms. Those include small red
spots on the skin from dilated vessels
(telangiectasia), persistent nosebleeds,
aneurysms in the vessels anywhere in the
body, gastrointestinal bleeding and the
PAYMs that often lead to more serious
complications, such as brain abscess and
even stroke.
A rare condition, Osler-Weber-Rendu
affects perhaps 5,000 people in the United
States, though its diagnosis is difficult, and
many patients may go undetected. Others ,
'like Cathy Goforth, may not be fully aware
of its implications in their lives. Several
members of Cathy's family have the dis
ease, but it has taken different courses for
them and does not include PAYMs. So
while she was growing up, Cathy 's short
ness of breath and fainting spells were never
explored for their cause.
Meanwhile, the malformations allowed
blood to bypass her lungs. Without benetlt
of the re-oxygenation that is the lungs' job,
Cathy was chronically low in blood oxygen.
She gulped for air, but to no effect.
"People 20 feet away said they could hear
me breathe. Sometimes strangers asked 'Do
you always pant like thatT" Cathy says.
Worse, the growing communications be
tween vein and artery also short-circuited
the lungs' function as a filter. Blood clots
that formed in other parts of her body and
entered the bloodstream- an occurrence

The X-rayon the left reveals a lnrge pulmonary arteriovenous malformation connecting
an artery and vein in Goforth's lung. Radiologists closed offthis dangerous connection
by plncing tiny coils inside the vessels with a catheter, as seen in the X-rayon tlte right.
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probably common in all of us-were free to
bypass the lungs and travel until they lodged
elsewhere. Most frightening was the pos
sibility that such an embolus , or particle in
the bloodstream , could block vital flow to
the brain, resulting in a stroke. According
to work done by Robert I. White, M.D .,
chairman of radiology at Yale University
and pioneer of the technique to block the
malfonnations, 36 percent of patients with
PAYMs have already suffered one or more
strokes at the time of their Osler-Weber
Rendu diagnosis .
Cathy's CT sCLln is happily free of any
evidence of stroke . With her large malfor
mations closed off and smaller ones now
under close observation, the chance for
future brain involvement approaches zero.
She must be careful. however, to follow a
strict regimen of antibiotics when having
dental work done so bacteria that might
enter her bloodstream don't escape the
lung's filter, via the small malfomlations
that remain, and cause a brain abscess.
Though it is unusual for Osler-Weber
Rendu's symptoms to appear before the age
of 20, the disease is unpredictable; Cathy
Goforth first began to have the characteris
tic recurrent nosebleeds when she was nine .
The youngest of four children , she had seen
similar bleeding in her father and two
brothers .
That's a higher frequency than might be
expected for a genetically transmitted dis
ease that is classed as autosomal dominant ,
meaning that the genetic code for it is not
on a sex-linked chromosome, and oflly one
parent must contribute the gene in order for
the disease to be expressed in offspring.
Fifty percent of children born to couples in
which one person has the disease can be
expected to inherit. About 25 percent of
the time, Osler-Weber-Rendu involves the
lite-threatening PAYMs that occur when a
genetic defect somehow allows the body's
veins and arteries to meet and communi
cate . Just one such malformation creates a
risk of stroke and should be treated if possi
ble, Picus says.
During her school days, Cathy could not
participate in physical education classes and
was soon labeled as "puny;' she admits. Not
until she married and became pregnant did
the real basis for her infilmity become
known. A bout with leg pains during her
fourth month of pregnancy led her to the
doctor and the eventual discovery of the
PAYMs. Her Belleville, Illinois cardiologist
first heard the rushing noise in her breath
ing. Later, through reterrals, she found her
way to Robert G. Kopitsky, M .D., an assis
tant professor of medicine in the cardiology
division at Washington University.

Daniel Picus, M.D., uses the screen pictured above to watch where he places the coils
and balloons during a corrective procedure/or PAVMs.
Despite complications to the pregnancy
that included pneumonia and an increa ~ ing
strain on her heart , Cathy delivered a
healthy daughter. Born six weeks prema
turely, infant Kelly and her mother spent
two weeks together in the hospital. Shortly
thereafter. Cathy tumed to Kopitsky. who
diagnosed high output congestive heart fail
ure , probably attributable to years of added
burden on the heart as it pumped blood
through abnormal connections. For assess
ment of the underlying problem , Kopitsky
sought out Picus.
A practitioner of the burgeoning field of
interventional radiology, in which phys i
cians increasingly make delicate repairs in
side the body without the need for surgery.
Picus began with a test of blood gases. Re
sults showed an arterial oxygen pressure of
71 millimeters of mercury. According to
Daniel M. Goodenberger, M .D., assistant
professor of medicine at the School of
Medicine , the lowest normal level for a
woman Cathy's age would be 82, and
nearer 100 wo uld be more common.
Chest X-rays and pulmonary arterio
grams provided a detailed look at the ves
sels serv ing Cathy's lungs. Among the
di scoveries was one blood vessel that had
enlarged from its nonnal ).5 millimeter
diameter (smaller than a pencil lead) to 14
or 15 millimeters (nearly the size of a
grown man's thumb) . Eight other PAYMs
were also identified. " ft's a wonder:' says
Picus . " that she avoided more serious com
plications , particularly stroke ."
Using their radiologic map as a g uide.
physicians set o ut to shut off the PAYM s
they'd found and let other, normal vessels
can)' blood to and from the lungs. Team

member M. Victoria Marx , M.D.,
describes the approach:
We ellfer throllgh the femoral vein ill
the parient:~ groin. The ('atheter goes
lip inside the large vein that retllrns
blood to the heart. the inferior vena
cava. Theil right through the heart
and illlo the pulmonary artery. We
maniplllate the tip of the catheter into
the malformation. IVhich can be diffi
cult because it moves as the heart
beats. It :~ good to have a team-not
something I'd do alone.
The radiologists then disconnect the cath
eter and leave behind either a balloon that
they inflate just upstream of the offending
junction between artery and vein or, alterna
tively, a coil of plastic that causes the target
vessel to shrink around it. Piclls says the
balloons are hi s preference because they
lock in place immediately. but they work
only on vessels up to about eight mil 
limeters in diameter. The slight risk in ei
ther case is that the implanted obstruction
might float loose and travel. Care must be
taken to place the payloads precisely and
choose their sizes well.
In any event , the radiologists administer
only a mild relaxant and local anesthesia for
the small incision into the vessel. Cathy
Goforth talked with her doctors throughout
the procedures , reporting her sensations and
asking questions .
Over three days, Picus closed seven of
the nine PAYMs he had identified in
Cathy's lungs. The biggest was embolized
first, and her blood oxygen level jumped to
89 almost immediately. Two more sessions
were necessary to emboLize the other s ix.

But when they all were closed off success
fully. her blood oxygen reached 98, close to
ideal. Very little blood circulated without
passing through her lungs.
Two remaining PAYMs were too small to
embolize. Marx says, because they simply
could not be approached. A third tiny mal
fornlation was discovered later. Monitoring
of Cathy's condition will continue because
PAYMs are known to grow slowly, approxi
mately doubling in size over 20 years .
Two days after the thempy, Cathy Go
forth went home with some lung pain and a
stable blood oxygen level. Though she de
veloped the pleurisy, an inflammation of the
membrane around the lungs, that is a com
plication of the procedure for about 10 per
cent of its patients , this discomfort was far
more bearable than what she would have
experienced following chest surgery.
In fact, Goodenberger and Marx agree,
she was not a candidate for surget)'. 'Too
much of her lungs would have been cut
away ; she would have been made a per
manent pulmonary cripple ;' says Marx.
Without the interventional procedure,
Cathy 's only choice wouJd have been the
continued gamble of living with short
circuits of the lung. Goodenberger, who
screens family members of newly identified
Osler-Weber-Rendu patients, highl y recom
mends the embolization thempy: "Com
pared to the morbidity and mortality of
major surgery. it's clearly the right thing to
,.
do.
And he believes it should be offered only
at a few major centers where the expenise
is available and experience can be built
upon. Right now, only Yale , Johns Hopkins
and Washington University School of Medi
cine are known to be providing emboliza
tion for patients with PAYMs.
Cathy Gofonh will require biannual
checks of her blood oxygen level: should it
ever drop by 10 percent , further therapy
may be required. Otherwise , a patient in
her position can be active to her ability, says
White. who has reported the successful
treatment of 276 PAYMs in 76 patients.
For Cathy, havi ng found the breath to
match her ambitions has been a godsend .
Since her January treatment she's gained 12
pounds. and her vegetable garden , which
she says "always used to get ahead of me,"
was productive and weed-free for the first
time this past summer. l\\lo-year-old Kelly,
who'll be screened when the time comes,
rides comfortably on her mom's hip. With
cautious optimism , Cathy Goforth is ener
getically entering a new epoch, free of the
debilitating effects and silent threat of her
disease . •
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Student Stage
Debt of gtatitnde
Alumni scfwlarships take the pressure off debt-laden medical students
by Robert Lowes
oday, fourth-year medi
cal student Tom Ven
degna isn't thinking
about the $61,500 in student
loans he must start paying
back when he earns an M.D .
in 1990. He's worried about
hi s patient in Room 9424.
The 86-year-old woman
there is struggling with heart
disease, high blood pressure
and a host of other ailments.
Plus, she has a history of
stroke and breast cancer.
Vendegna, working on the
internal medicine service at
Washington University Medical
Center, realizes that the long
tenn outlook for his patient
isn ' t promising.
"Hang in there," says the
rugged-looking Vendegna, pat
ting the woman 's arm.
Her plight furrows the brow
of the nonnally chipper medi
cal student.
"If 1 can make her more
comfortable;' he says later,
"I've done something."
The need for primary-care
physicians who heal and com
fort on the front line of medi
cine is great. Vendegna plans
to meet that need, but ob
servers in the medical profes
sion wonder how many other
students will follow in his foot
steps, given the pressures of
whopping educational debt. To
retire their loans as soon as
poss ible , some medical stu
dents reportedly choose spe
cialties that earn them higher
income. For that matter, the
prospect of $50,000, $70,000
or $ 100,000 of undergraduate
and medical school debt may
discourage all but the wealthy

T
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from pursuing a career in
medicine.
Fortunately, alulTUli of medi
ca l schools across the country
are helping to ease the debt cri
sis. Grateful for the education
they received, they're provid
ing their alma maters with

student scholarships that knock
down debt level s. At the
School of Medicine , for in
stance, alumni have helped es
tablish four full-tuition sc holar
ships, and they hope to create
12 more over the next three
years.

MedicaL student Tom Vendegna aLways keeps his patients first in
mind. Yet it's difficult not to think of the $61,500 in student loans
he must start paying back when he graduates this coming spring.

The debt crisis in medical
education stems in part from
rising tuition. In 1939, tuition
and fees for a first-year student
at the School of Medicine were
$523. By 1969. this figure had
al most quadrupled to $ I ,910 .
Tuition and fees tripled in the
inAationary 1970s, increas ing
to $5,975 in 1979.
The rate of growth slowed
down in the 1980s. Tuition and
fees this fall will amount to
$14.100 , a little more than
double the figure in 1979.
Tuition hikes at the School
of Medicine have reAected a
nationwide trend . Average tu
ition and fees for first-year stu
dents at pri vate U. S. medical
schools increased 1,500 per
cent from $1 ,050 in 1960 to
$16.864 in 1988. according to
the Association of American
Medical Colleges. In roughly
the same period, from 1960 to
1987 , the Consumer Price
Index for all items rose only
284 percent.
Tuition and fee s have clearly
olltstripped the cost of living.
but they aren't the only ex
penses incurred by a medical
student. In 1939 , School of
Medicine students could ex
pect to spend $50 to $100 on
book s and instruments (head
mirrors were de rigueur) and
about $355 for room and
board. Their total medical
school expense , tuition in
cluded. came to approximately
$950. Compare that to
$22 ,500 this year.
Medical schools have had to
increase tuition to keep pace
with physical plant and equip
ment costs as well as sa laries.
These costs have skyrocketed
partly becau se medical schools
expanded dramatically in the
1960s and 1970s at the
prompting of the federal
government.
"There was a perception in
the earl y 1960s that there

weren't enough d octors :' says
JohnC. Herweg, M.D., asso
ciate dean of student affairs.
"So the government encour
aged us to enlarge our entering
classes."
Besides offering schools a
so-called capitation grant for
each student, the federal
government provided health
profession scholarships and
loans. With that support, first
year emollment at the School
of Medicine increased from 86
in 1962 to 120 in 1972.
But by J976, federal capita
tion grants and scholarship
money had dried up. The
country had too many physi
cians, government officials
said.
Medical sc hool emollments
didn ' t dec line appreci ably.
however, as the federal gove rn
ment reduced its support.
What did decline was the role
of scholarships in financial-aid
packages. In the 1982-1983
school year. the last period for
which national figure s are
available, 69.5 percent of fi
nancial aid for the nation 's
medical school students took
the fonn of loans, accordi ng to
the Associ ation of American
Medical Colleges. Scholar
ships amounted to 30.2 percent
of financial aid, with work
study at .3 percent.
In 1987-1988 , however.
loans con stituted 76.9 percent
of all financial aid. Scholar
ships shrank to 22.6 percent.
Work stud y increased to .5
percent.
Little wonder then that new
M.D .'s have educational debts
the size of home mortgages. In
1988 , the average debt load for
grad uates of pri vate medical
sc hool s was $48,068, an
amount th at includes loans for
undergraduate education. At
the School of Medic ine . it was
$45 ,626-almost double the
amount in 1984.
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"To take on this debt is a
really frightening, awesome
thing;' says Joan Hartman
Moore. director of public rela
tions for the Association of
American Medical Colleges.
"So alumni scholarships are
incredibly important."
From what Moore has heard
fro m the field, some debt-laden
medical students are sayi ng
they have no choice but to pur
sue a career as a spec iali st in a
big c ity. The line of reasoning,
she says . goes like thi s: ''I'm
never goi ng to payoff my
student loans if] practi ce
primary-care medicine in
a rural, under-served
community."
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The students most inclined
to practice fam il y med ic ine or
pediatrics in either a rural area
or an urban ghetto grew up in
those areas, says Moore. Iron
ica lly, they also tend to be the
heaviest borrowers.
There's the question of
whether the farme r's daughter
or the cab driver'S son. how
ever gifted intellectually, will
be able to afford medical
school in the first place. " As a
society, we wa nt to provide
equal opportunity:' says Wil
liam A . Peck , M .D . . vice
chancellor for medical a ffa irs
at Washington Uni versi ty and
dean of the School of Medi
c ine . "As an institution , we
wa nt to prov ide equal oppor

"\ ,.

tunity to hi ghl y qualified
individuals."
Peck says he 's also con
cerned that heavy debt may
deter some medical students
from a career in research or
delay a young physician's pro
fessional development as he
takes temporary jobs to pay
off his loans.
A 1988 survey of applicants
who turned down a berth at the
School of Medicine confirms
that money weighs heavily on
the minds of students. The
second most frequently cited
reason for choosing another
school was lower tuition. The
numbe r-one reason was loca
tion , as in " I want to be c loser
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dents like Vendegna. Alunmi
of Yale University School of
Medicine have increased their
annual scholarship contribu
tions from approximately
$50,000 10 years ago to ap
proximately $250,000 in the
1988-1989 school year, says fi
nancial aid director Pamela J.
Nyiri. Plus, some alunmi have
converted the revolving loan
funds they support into
sc holarship funds.
Both Yale alumni and edu
cators worry about the conse
quences of gigantic loans, ac
cording to Nyiri. "The biggest
problem is not having the free
dom to choose ;' she says . " You
can't choose pediatrics over
ophthalmology if you walk out
of school with over $90,000 in
debt:' The Yale University
School of Medicine held down
student debt to an average of
$34,000 in 1988-1989.
Alumni scholarships have
figured prominently in the
financial-aid strategy of Johns
Hopkins University School of
Medicine. Of the $2.3 million
in scholarships awarded in
J 988-1989 , $489 ,000 came
from alumni, says financial aid
administrator Sandra Morse.
According to Morse, what mo
tivates Johns Hopkins alunmi
is that they graduated with
manageable debts and therefore
bear the responsibility "to
make it possible for future
students."
Over the past two years,
Washington University, which
spent $1. I mi Ilion on needs
based scholarships this year,
has set aside $170,000 from
unrestricted alumni contribu
tions to fund approximately 71
percent of a new Distinguis hed
Alumni Scholarship Program
(the School of Medicine will
provide the remainder). The
first four full-tuition scholar
ships, to be awarded in the

Paying The Piper
These graphs 01 medical sludent debt,
which includes undeIV,aduate debt.

are from the ASSOCiation of
American Medical Colleges:
LCME and Graduation
questionnaires . In t 988. 10.379
graduating senIOrs responded
to the questionnaIre.
Of those, 8,625 had
debt: 01 those. 7
percent, or 573. had
debt 01 $100,000 or
more.
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1989-1990 school year, are
named after alumni who also
taught at the School of Medi
cine. The four honorees are
Eugene M. Bricker, M.D.,
'38, su rgery; Mildred Trotter,
Ph .D ., '24, anatomy; the late
Alexis F. Hartmann, M.D.,
'2 1, pediatrics; and the late
Carl V. Moore , M.D. , '32,
internal medicine .
These four individuals were
honored with named sc holar
ships because they were held in
high esteem by students , ac
cording to Kellie Burke,
director of medical alumni
programs.

~

to my girlfriend" or " I prefer to
Jive on the East Coast."
Tom Vendegna of River
Grove, Ill., says he considered
going to a state-supported
medical school in light of his
family's financial resources.
His late father was a ware
house laborer who never
earned more than $4 an hour.
His mother is a secretary.
"I remember thinking long
and hard about picking
Washington University or any
private school;' says Ven
degna . " I was real close to
going to UCLA , which would
have been a lot cheaper. But
Washington University covered
me with loans.
"If they had required more
money from my mother, I
would not have attended
Washington University."
By the time he graduates
next May, Vendegna will have
received $38,000 in scholar
ships and $61,500 in loans
during undergraduate and
medical school training. He es
timates that his monthly loan
repayments will eventually
exceed $600.
Vendegna says hi s father's
long bout with diabetes helped
motivate him to become a
physician . Because he wants
to stay close to patients' bed
sides, he intends to practice
internal medicine. "We need
more primary-care physicians;'
Vendegna says.
His student loans, he says,
haven't influenced him to
consider specialties or sub
specialties with potentially
greater income.
"I think it has factored in
some of my classmates'
choices. I won ' t say everybody
is doing what they want to do
or that money isn't a factor."
Alunmi of medical schools
nationwide are trying to take
the financial pressures off stu

'81 '82 '83 '84 '85 '86 '87 '88

Roger L. Mell, M.D. , '65,
president of the alumni asso
ciation, says the new scholar
ship program is the alumni
association's way of thanking
the university for a superb
education.
"There is a continuing need
for strong financial support, so
that the university can continue
its excellent level of medical
education;' adds Mell. "The
alumni association is commit
ted to helping this endeavor."
That's good news for the
Tom Vendegnas of the
future . •

Silhouette
Medicine and the w~V of the fish
by Barbara Yount
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hether he 's prac
ticing medicine or
fly-fishing, Gordon
W. Philpott, M.D. '61 , smnds
out among the crowd. It is his
enjoyment of almost every
thing he does that sets him
apart.
If you ask Philpott what he
likes best about his jobs as the
Edison Professor of Surgery at
the School of Medicine and
associate direc tor of the
Department of Surgery at
Jewi sh Hospiml , he will tell
you he likes it all.
Likewise, if you ask him
what he likes best about fly
fi shing, he will tell you he en
joys spending the day out
doors, learning about the water
and observing the way of the
fish.
Philpott says that since he
began hi s medical career, it has
become more challenging for
those who want to teach, do re
search and practice clinical
medicine. "Because of eco
nomics , malpractice situations
and clinical problems, it is
much more difficult today for
someone to learn it all ," he
says. "My generation was
lucky. In the 1950s and 1960s
it was much more open."
It is the mix of academic
medicine that is most
appealing to Philpott. He says
he enjoys " teaching residents
who you know will one day be
better than you are." He also
finds fulfillment as a breast
cancer specialist through
helping patients arrive at good
outcomes.
A native St. Louisan, Phil
pott has left his hometown only
twice-to attend undergraduate

Gordon Philpott, M.D ., designs his own fish lures at his home in University City, Mo.
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school at Yale University and
to do research at NIH in the
middle of his surgical resi
dency at Bames Hospital.
It was Philpott's mentor,
Carl Moyer, M.D., former
Bixby Professor of Surgery,
who encouraged Philpott
to take a two-year research
fellowship, without clinical
duties, at the National
Institutes of Health.
Embryology research con
ducted in the laboratory of
A. J. Coulombre, M.D., at
the National Institutes of Neu
rological Diseases and Blind
ness in Bethesda, Md., proved
invaluable. "I'm still using that
experience;' Philpott says.
That experience provided
background when Philpott
and his small research staff
characterized monoclonal
antibodies that bind strongly to
colon cancer cells but weakly,
or not at all, to normal colon
tissue. This discovery, which
may result in a faster, more
sensitive method of detecting
colon cancer, led to a $1.2 mil
lion NIH grant.
Along with Judith M. Con
nett, Ph.D., research assistant
professor, Philpott currently is
working with nuclear medicine
specialists at the Mallinckrodt
Institute of Radiology to
identify the best imaging
reagents for tumor detection.
Imaging reagents attach to the
antibodies and make them
observable.
Philpott's devotion to the
School of Medicine and its
medical center spans more than
two decades and is reflected
through accomplishments he
has made in various leadership
roles . When he was asked to
serve on the steering committee
to raise funds for the School
of Medicine 's Library and
Biomedical Communications
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Center, Philpott successfully
received contributions from all
the full-time surgical faculty of
Jewish Hospital.
Another achievement, one
that has taken more than 10
years, is the consolidation of
Bames and Jewish hospitals'
residency programs in general
surgery. For the first time this
year, a combined residency
program will be administered

likely to be fly-fishing or pre
paring for a fly-fishing trip. It
was from colleagues William
Newton, M .D., former chief
of staff of Cochran Veterans
Hospital, and C. Alan
McAfee, former director of
surgery at St. Luke's Hospital,
that Philpott developed a
passion for fishing.
"They were my teachers and
professors who became my

"Because of economics, malpractice
situations and clinical problems, it is
much more difficult today for
someone to learn it all."

through the School of
Medicine.
Although many of the sur
gical subspecialties already had
combined programs, opposi
tion among some faculty mem
bers at both hospitals kept the
general surgery programs
separate.
To Philpott, combining pro
grams will not only make one
overall program, but also will
help him accomplish the task
assigned to him in 1976, when
he was named the Edison
Professor. The job was to
mainstream Jewish Hospital
surgery programs with those at
the School of Medicine. The
combined program, says
Philpott, was "the only logical
and natural way to do it."
When he's not busy with
academic pursuits, Philpott is

friends;' Philpott says. 'They
constantly fueled my interest in
fishing. I learned a lot from
them." For many years the
three fishermen made annual
trips to Wyoming to fly-fish for
trout.
Philpott continues to make
annual trips to Wyoming as
well as trips in recent years to
more faraway places like the
Bow River in Canada and to
Alaska.
In March Philpott made his
second trip to Christmas Island
in the central Pacific Ocean to
fish for one of the most chal
lenging species known to fly
fishermen , the ghostly bone
fish. "They are fast," Philpott
says of the salt-water fish.
'They're ugly. They look gray
green in the water but are like
white salmon when they're
out."

When Ph.ilpott fished
Christmas Island for the first
time, he found an exotic coral
island. Bone fish darted
through its tropical waters
feeding on crabs and shrimp,
while barracudas and sharks
lurked behind . Uninhabited in
1777 when Captain James
Cook discovered it, Christmas
Island today is home to a
friendly tribe of Micronesians.
Wh.ile Christmas Island pro
vides a scenic backdrop for
fishing, its remoteness makes it
strictly a place for die-hard
fishermen . Once a week a
plane brings a new group of
fishermen and picks up those
returning. A single motel pro
vides basic lodging and meals.
Philpott is not only a fly
fisherman, but also a fly-tier.
A time-consuming craft, fly
tying is the art of constructing
lures by wrapping hooks with
bits 0 f fur and fea ther to
resemble insects and other
natural fish prey. Philpott ties
nearly all of his own flies . "It's
fun to do;' he says.
Philpott's fly-tying desk sits
in a comer of a converted bed
room loaded with cellophane
bags of feathers and skins,
spools of thread and hooks of
varying sizes. There are more
materials than anyone person
would use in a lifetime.
Aside from fly-fishing , Phil
pott looks forward to spending
more time doing what he
enjoys: teaching, research
and practicing clinical
medicine. •

The Alumni Report
Mell nan-.ed new almmri president
ogerL. Mell, M.D.,
has been named
president of the
Washington University Medical
Center Alumni Association.
Mel! , an orthopedic surgeon
at St. Luke's Hospital, is presi
dent of the Southern Medical
Association as well as the
St. Louis Orthopedic Society.
He graduated from the School
of Medicine in 1965.
Before joining the staff at
St. Luke's Hospital in 1971 ,
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Mell was chief resident in
orthopedic surgery at Barnes
Hospital. He completed his
surgical internship and assis
tant residency in orthopedic
surgery at Barnes.
Mell's training also includes
assistant residencies in general
surgery at St. Luke's Hospital
and in orthopedic surgery at
the Shriner's Hospital for Crip
pled Children in St. Louis. In
addition, he served as chief
resident in orthopedic surgery

at John Cochran Veterans
Administration Hospital.
At St. Luke 's, Mell is presi
dent of the Hospital Staff As
sociation. He also serves on
the board of trustees of the
Southern Orthopedic Associa
tion and is a member of the
American Academy of
Orthopedic Surgery.
Mell is convinced that the
best way for alumni to
strengthen the medical school
is to assist current students, so
that the school will continue to
graduate physicians who are
extraordinarily competent and
sensitive to the health needs of
their communities.
Mell says that the alumni as
sociation should playa larger
role in supporting medical stu
dents with scholarship funds.
And he is particularly hopeful
that the alumni association will
be able to assist students who
otherwise might not be able to
afford a medical education.
"By assisting students, we
can insure that the medical
school will continue to be the
outstanding institution it is
today;' he says. "We all owe a
great deal for the training we
received. Now it's our job to
make that opportunity available
to others." •
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'30s and '40s

Roger Mell, M.D.

Frank G. Zingale, M.D.
'33, has become involved in
the establishment of nursing
school scholarships.
Last year, WiUiam C.
MacDonald, M.D. '40, spent
the month of November at
Sacre Coeur Medical Center in
Milot, Haiti , teaching a Haitian

physician techniques in gas
troenterology. He also spent 10
days there thi s past January
and writes that he saw many
grateful and appreciative
patients.
Eugene P. Johnson, M.D.
'46, is the new president of the
Illinois State Medical Society.

'5o.s and

~60s

Two former fraternity broth
ers, James McCaffrey, M.D.
'52, and Gerald A. Goodhue,
M.D. '49, were pleasantly
surprised when they met unex
pectedly while circumnavigat
ing South America aboard the
S.S. Britannia.
Gabriel S. Zatlin, M.D.
'60, was named chairman of
the department of family medi
cine and director of the family
practice residency program at
St. Mary's Hospital in Ho
boken , N.J.
Elliot M. Finkelstein,
M.D. '61, is still practicing
ophthalmology. He is now in
solo practice after nine years of
association. He writes that
Beth is working for a medical
computer company, Marie will
start ophthalmology residency
in July, Andy is in the business
world, and Happy is a com
puter specialist in the Boston
schools.
Ronald E. Rosenthal,
M.D. '61, is chairman of the
Committee on Emergency
Medical Services for the
American Academy of Ortho
paedic Surgeons (AAOS).
Rosenthal is vice-chairman,
director of residency education
and chief of the division of
trauma in the department of
orthopedic surgery at the Long
Island Jewish Medical Center
in Hyde Park, N. Y. He is also
the AAOS delegate to the
23

American Medical Associa
tion 's Commission on Emer
gency Medical Services, a
member of the Emergency
Medical Services Committee
of the Medical Society of the
State of New York and a
fornler manager of the Ameri
can Associ ation for the Surgery
of Trauma.
Lewis H. Koplik, M.D.
'65, recently took a trip to
Antarctica with the Was hington
University alumni assoc iation.
He was al so elected to the na
tional board of the Association
of Reproductive Health
Professionals.

"70s and

j

1·
,

~80s

Robert Vance Rouse,
M.D. '74, is on sabbatical in
Paris. He is trying to learn
some neurobiology, he writes ,
and wishes he had paid more
attention to Cowan, Bunge,
etcetera .
Glenn T. Hammons, M.D.
'76 , writes that hi s work for
the Physician Payment Review
Commission to reform Medi
care is very rewarding.
Larysa Melnyk Dyrszka,
M.D. '78, is a pediatrician in
private prac tice . She lives in
New Jersey with her husband
and three children and enjoys
oil painting and sa iling.
Howard Jay Silverman,
M.D. '79, is anending Boston
College Law School.
Carl W. Ludvigsen Jr.,
M .D. '80, Ph.D. , J.D., be
ca me senior vice president and
chief pathologi st of Home
Office Reference Laboratory,
Inc. , a leading provider of
laboratory testing services for
the insurance industry.
Ray Lannom Watts, M.D.
'80, was recentl y awarded the
George Cotzi as Memorial

Research Fellowship by the
American Parkinson Di sease
Association . The award pro
vides $150,000 for three years.
Theodore Tsaltas, M.D.
'83, married Kim Davis , a
fashion designer. He is assis
tant professor of obstetrics and
gynecology at the University of
Pennsylvani a and director of
the obstellics and gynecology
clinic at Pennsylvania
Hospital.
Ruth Susan Eisen, M.D.
' 84 , and her husband , Scott
Eveloff, recently celebrated the
first birthday of their son , Dan
iel, and the second birthday of
their daughter, Emily.
Steve Weinman, M.D. '84,
is ass istant professor in the
departments of medicine and
physiology at the University
of Texas Medical Branch at
Galveston.
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Philip E. Cryer, M.D. ,
F.H.S. in internal medicine,
has been elected to the board
of the American Diabetes As
sociation. He is also the re
cipient of the Juvenile Diabetes
Foundation International's
David Rumbough Award.
Cryer is a professor of medi
cine at Washington Univers ity,
where he directs the Divi sion
of Endocrinology and Me
tabolism and the General
Clinical Research Center.
J. Joseph Marr, M.D.,
F.H.S. in internal medicine,
has been named senior vice
president of product di scovery
research for Searle Research
and Development. In his new
position, Marr reports to Jo
seph M. Dav ie, M.D. , Ph.D.,
president of Searle Research
and Development and former

Alunmi Reunion 1990
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Class of 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65,
70, 75, 80
head of microbiology at the
School of Medicine . Marr was
most recently professor of
medicine and biochemistry and
head of the divi sion of infec
tious diseases at the University
of Colorado Health Sciences
Center in Denver.
William R. Platt , M.D.,
F.H.S. in pathology, is work
ing on his third edition of
"Color Atlas and Textbook of
Hematology."
William B. Wadlington,
M.D., F.H.S. in pediatrics,
received a Practitioner Re
search Award from the Ameri
can Academy of Pediatrics for
outstanding contributions in
research. He was also named
"Pediatrician of the Year" by
the Tennessee chapter of the
American Academy of Pediat
rics and Tennessee Pediatric
Society for di stingui shed ser
vice in the care of children.
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Debra Collins, O.T. '80, is
still working as an employee at
BOCES in Albany, N. Y. She
also works privately. She mar
ried in 1986 and gave birth to a
boy in July 1988 . She and her
family live in Schenectady,
N.Y.
Jeannette Conrad Dans
berry, O.T. '59, joined Wis
consin's Director of Vocational
Rehabilitation to assist in de
veloping supported employ
ment programs for people with
severe di sabilities.
Sandra H. Phipps, P.T.
'85, and her husband li ve in
Hiram, Ohio. Their daughter,
Helen Elizabeth, was born this
past February.
Ruth Rose-Jacobs, P.T.
'73, received her doctorate
from Boston University this
past May. She is married and
the mother of three chi ldren .
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Michelle Michaelis Aylor,
P.T. '87, was married last
year. After their honeymoon in
Isla Mujeres, Mexico , she and
her husband, Mark, moved to
Las Cruces , New Mexico . Mi
chelle is working at a hospital
in EI Paso , Texas, and Mark
works at White Sands Missile
Range . They have a one-year
old black Labrador retriever
and own a three-bedroom
home . Visitors, she writes,
are welcome .

Harvey R. Butcher, M.D.,
emeritus professor of sur
gery, died April 25, 1989.
Charles L. Eckert, M.D. '39,
died July I , 1989.
Joseph Gallagher, M.D. '44,
died June 9 , 1989.
Lillian M. Hall, M.D. '41,
died November 26 , 1988.
Patrick R. Kelly, M.D. '49,
died December 18, 1988 .
F. Eugene Pennington, M.D. '44,
died April 25, 1989.
Henry F. Scott, M.D. '31,
died March 19 , 1989.
Nelson W. Sheley, M.D. '17,
died February 10, 1989 .
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Researchers in the lab ofJeff Lichtman, M .D., Ph.D., use glass
microelectrodes to record events within neonatal mouse muscle cells.
Such recordings complement live animal studies featured on page 6.
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